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Random Reflections- Is India’s Banking Sector Moving Towards a
Melt Down and Financial Collapse?
Bank’s performance is always the reflection of the country’s economy. Though results are not out for
the financial year 2019-20, analysis shows that many banks will be showing a huge loss. The last
quarter which normally sees huge increase in advances did not happen.
The deposits of all scheduled banks as on 27th March 2020 stood at Rs.13979593.78 Cr and
borrowings from RBI was only Rs.286442.99 Cr. The bank credit stood at Rs.10707690.81 Cr only
(RBI). So banks really don’t need any additional liquidity from RBI.
Already loans to MSMEs were not allowed to be declared as NPAs. When demonetisation was
announced the deposits were Rs.136.71 trillion which has grown only to Rs.139.79 trillion in 3 ½
years. Read More..

Video:- Webinar: Re-Imagining the Future; Towards a
Transformative Political Economy
The second session for webinar series Peoples' Agenda for Post Covid Economy was held on May
19, 2020. The webinar was addressed by Medha Patkar, Narmada Bachao Andolan / NAPM; M.G.
Devasahayam, former civil servant / People First; Ashish Kothari, Vikalp Sangam / Kalpavriksh;
Aseem Shrivastava, Economist; as well as moderator: Shalmali Guttal, Focus on the Global South.

A Financial Package
with Little Relief
Contents, Govt pushes
Policy Reforms which
Benefits Corporates
but not the People
The financial package, amounting
to Rs 20 lakh Crore and claimed to
be 10% of the GDP was
announced by the Prime Minister
with much fanfare. Yet when
details were announced by the
Finance Minister, in the
consecutive days, no substantial
or even cosmetic relief was found
for the masses. Read More..

India Tops G20
Governments as Third
Largest Supporter of
Coal
A new report released today by
Friends of the Earth U.S. and Oil
Change International reveals that
China, Japan, and India were the
top three public financiers of coal
in the G20 at INR 334, INR 319,
and INR 114 billion a year on
average respectively. India was
one of four countries that provided
more support from public finance
institutions for coal than oil and
gas. Read More..

Webinar; Reimagining
the Future- People’s
Agenda for Post Covid
Economy
People’s Agenda for a Post Covid
Economy is a webinar series that
started on 15th of May 2020 with a
goal to attempt to address the
multiple crises facing India today.
Receiving appreciation for its last
two sessions, the series is coming
up with yet another intriguing
session on “Livelihood and
Dignity”. Read More..
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